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Bell/Urban Aeronautics unveil vertical 
lift X-Hawk
By Stephen Pope / Farnborough International Air Show July 2006 

Bell Helicopter of Fort Worth, Texas, and Urban Aeronautics based 
near Israel’s Ben Gurion Airport will unveil today the X-Hawk, an 
innovative vertical-lift aircraft that could create a new class of civil 
and military powered-lift vehicles. A full-scale mock-up of the twin-
turboshaft X-Hawk is on display in Bell Helicopter’s aircraft covered 
aircraft static display (No. OE1, next to the Bell and Bell Boeing 
chalets). 
 
Configured for military or paramilitary roles in an urban 
environment, the mockup shows a configuration that could carry 11 
combat troops and one pilot or be outfitted for EMS operations 
without the armament. The cabin, located between the two 
horizontal rotors, is about the same size as that of a Bell 212. 
Target mtow is 6,700 pounds. Endurance with maximum fuel of 
1,300 pounds would be about two hours with reserve, maximum 
range would be 330 nm and operating radius would be 140 nm. 
Wind-tunnel tests of an X-Hawk scale model last year confirmed a 
max speed as high as 140 knots. The price target for an EMS-
configured X-Hawk is in the realm of helicopters of “comparable 
capability,” such as an EC 145, which now costs about $6 million. 
 
Dr. Rafi Yoeli, president and CEO of Urban Aeronautics, designed 
the X-Hawk over the last five years, after selling Aero Design and 
Development, a research and development company he founded 
15 years ago, to Haifa-based Elbit. Before that he worked as an 
aerospace engineer for Israel Aircraft Industries in Tel Aviv.  
 
In 2003, Yoeli flew the small, two-person CityHawk he had 
designed and built in a hover on a number of flights. Though 
underpowered (by its eight, two-stroke piston engines), the aircraft 
was successful enough to prove the concept and start Urban Aero 
on development of the X-Hawk. Last July Yoeli introduced the X-
Hawk to Bell and in August the two companies signed a 
memorandum of understanding to cooperate on development of 
the project. 
 
Urban Aeronautics has begun to build a full-scale demonstrator on 
its own, and is seeking an additional $10 million in funding to 
complete the aircraft. Yoeli said he already has two Honeywell 
LTS101 engines for the demonstrator, though he envisions 
production X-Hawk’s being powered by the more powerful LHTEC 
CTS800 or MTR390 turboshaft engines.  
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Yoeli said he hopes to “field the X-Hawk within 10 years, 15 at 
most,” and that Urban Aeronautics would proceed with the project 
even without Bell’s participation. The third member of the team, 
Penn State University in State College, Pennsylvania, has received 
funding from the U.S. Office of Naval Research to help develop 
fancraft technology. More funding from ONR is pending. 
 
What excites Bell about the X-Hawk’s fancraft technology, 
according to Jon Tatro, director of advanced concept development, 
are two patented technologies that propel the X-Hawk beyond the 
confines of the experimental “flying cars” it so much resembles. 
(Indeed, Yoeli used Frank Piasecki’s 1950s “Aerial Jeep” as the 
starting point for the design.) The first technology is the added 
variable inlet vanes placed above each of the counter-rotating fore 
and aft shrouded rotors, which work in concert with the vanes 
placed below the rotors. (Older such vehicles had vanes only 
below.) The second is the variable inlet louvers in the front of the 
forward rotor’s shroud and in the rear of the aft rotor’s shroud. 
These are opened automatically to reduce drag over the top of the 
shroud in forward flight, greatly increasing the X-Hawk’s forward 
speed potential. 
 
The vanes, louvers, variable pitch rotors and two reversible 
thrusters (mounted on the tail and driven by shafts from the turbine 
engines) provide flight control via a fly-by-wire or fly-by-light control 
system. The 8.2-foot-diameter rotors rotate at a constant speed of 
some 1800 rpm, reduced from 6000 rpm at the engine outputs. 
Each engine includes a free-wheeling gear so that a landing can 
be safely made after engine failure. Because the rotors are 
essentially horizontal propellers (or “sideways Firestorms,” as 
Tatro put it), anti-icing is relatively simple. 
 
Tatro said Bell Helicopter and Urban Aeronautics have established 
a phased approach to development of the X-Hawk. Bell has 
already begun the first phase of technology assessment and 
market analysis. From Bell’s viewpoint, the X-Hawk could bring the 
vertical-lift component back into the combat urban environment. 
The U.S. experience in Somalia in 1993, as dramatically portrayed 
in the movie “Blackhawk Down,” has forced military commanders 
to limit the use of helicopters in urban areas, where they are 
susceptible to hostile fire and numerous ground obstacles. This 
has forced the military to rely more on ground vehicles, with their 
vulnerability to “improvised explosive devices,” road blocks and 
ground attacks. 
 
The X-Hawk has the promise of quick, almost stealthy reaction and 
below nap-of-the-earth flight in urban areas. The shrouded rotor 
design permits operation right up to the side of buildings. Indeed, 
Bell believes the aircraft could be used to accomplish “midlevel 
structure infill,” loading and offloading people in a hover through 
windows above the ground floor. Sliding doors on both sides of the 
fuselage make this possible. 
 
The X-Hawk’s major disadvantage compared with a helicopter is 
its fuel consumption. “It’s a gas guzzler,” admitted Yoeli freely. “It 
will never be as fuel-efficient as a helicopter, but neither is a 
helicopter as efficient as a tiltrotor or a tiltrotor as efficient as a 
turboprop. But it can fill a short-range niche in an obstacle-rich 
urban environment. In years to come it could happen that only X-
Hawk-type vehicles will operate in high-density urban areas.” 
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Urban Aero is leading the design activities during phase one, while 
Bell performs systems integration and production work. In phase 
two, Bell XworX will build an X-Hawk demonstrator. Though Bell is 
not fully committed to the X-Hawk yet, Tatro said the two 
companies have already discussed–and basically agreed upon–
revenue sharing should the aircraft go into production.  
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